General comments
In the paper, the authors use a 3D thermo-hydrological and biogeochemical model to simulated the nutrient
cycles in Lake Onego.
They reconstruct 3 decades and made a lot of comments and conclusions on the simulated results.
The most important problem they have to face is that there are very few data available to validate their
model. The authors are fully aware of this and justify their work and the use of the 3D model on this basis.
The knowledge gained and integrated into the model should be able to compensate in some way for the lack
of data. The authors go so far as to say that the hindcast results can be used as a form of re-analysis.
Thank you. We appreciate the thorough review and suggested changes, especially your clear understanding
of the problems arising because of extreme paucity of biogeochemical data. Excuse us, please, for
sometimes kind of didactic tone in reminding certain basics of mechanistic modeling, which we had to
remind time and again in discussions even with some of our fellow modelers. To avoid incontinences with
multiple attachments, we structure this single PDF in the following succession: 1) Full replays and
explanations to your Review; 2) suggested new comparisons with measurements of vertical temperature
distribution (new Fig.6) and primary production (new Table 1 and Fig. 10), as well as new Table A1 for the
Appendix, presenting recalibrated phytoplankton constants; 3) something that we call Clarifying
considerations (referred to as CC) that contain some material (maps, pictures, etc.) to which we refer to- but
still do not intend copying it into the manuscript.

According to me, there are several problems with the approach:
1. calibration: models outputs are very sensitive to the parameters values which differs from one lake to the
other. The authors have not performed any kind of calibration. They have used the parameters set calibrated
on data of the Baltic Sea which is very different from the lake Onego. Adding to this the lack of validation
data, the simulations used cannot be considered reliable.
We have both explanations and additions to the text related to calibration.
First of all, we’d like to stress that the biogeochemical module has been extensively calibrated within
BALTSEM model, plausibly reproducing ecosystem dynamics in the entire Baltic Sea (e.g. Meier et al.,
2018), from the cold, annually ice-covered, almost fresh, and severely P-limited Bothnian Bay (i.e. very
much Onego-like), to the warmer, mesotrophic Gulf of Finland and the Kattegat with a single set of
parameterizations and constants in both basin-wise horizontally averaged and true 3D versions (Gustafson et
al., 2017; Ryabchenko et al., 2016, Isaev et al., 2020). Besides, similar formulations have already been
favorably tested at Lake Ladoga (Isaev and Savchuk, 2020). Such simultaneous coverage of a wide range of
ecological conditions makes us somewhat confident in application of largely the same set of formulations to
Lake Onego.
Unfortunately, the presented manuscript creates a wrong impression that we fully avoided the calibration. As
can be seen from SPBEM formulation (Table A1 in Isaev et al., 2020), the major difference between
“cyanobacteria” and “summer species”, given in parameterization, is the capability to fix molecular nitrogen
under appropriate conditions. Without such conditions both variables behave almost identical as was known
from the Bothnian Bay and Lake Ladoga simulations and was demonstrated by the initial runs for Lake
Onego. Therefore, as indicated in the text (lines 87-93), we excluded the “diazotrophic cyanobacteria” group
as a separate variable, thus actually merging such other ecosystem functions and biogeochemical fluxes as
nutrient uptake, mortality, sinking, etc., into “non-diatoms” group. Such adaptation requested recalibration

necessary also to better separate dynamics of cold-water diatoms from summer “non-diatoms”. As was also
shown by the initial test runs, all the other temperature- and concentration dependent processes, being
already calibrated for similar conditions in the Baltic Sea and Lake Ladoga, have not requested urgent recalibration, unsupported by sufficient amount of contradicting reliable observations, and were left as they
were. Based on these considerations we will revise the text situated at lines 90-93, as follows (and add a
Table A1 in Appendix, if requested by the Editor):
“Thus, autotrophs were presented by only two variables, diatoms and non-diatoms, that comprised all
the other (summer) phytoplankton species, for example, chlorophytes, chrysophytes, and
cyanobacteria. Such reformulation requested recalibration of several phytoplankton parameters,
necessary also to better separate dynamics of summer “non-diatoms” from cold-water diatoms (Table
A1). As was also shown by several test runs, all the other formulations, being extensively calibrated
and tested in similar temperature and trophic conditions (e.g. Gustafsson et al., 2014; Isaev et al., 2020
and references therein) have not requested further fine-tuning in the absence of abundant and reliable
contradicting observations.”
We also suggest to add Table A1 (see below), in order to update a set of constants from Isaev et al., 2020
(with actual values used for Lake Onego)
2. validation: there is really too little data for the model to be properly validated. Comparing a few simulated
values on Lake Onego with those measured on other "similar" lakes is not sufficient for this. Yet, the authors
could have considered some remote sensing measurements issued from satellite images that would have help
them a lot for this validation process.
Appropriate model validation has always been our concern for decades (e.g. Savchuk and Wulff, 1996;
Savchuk, 2002; Savchuk et al., 2012, Gustafsson et al., 2017; Isaev et al., 2020), especially with a wealth of
data available for the Baltic Sea. Unfortunately, the situation is drastically different with Lake Onego
Here, we respond to the comment on field data, while possibilities of remote sensing are considered further
down below.
Our mechanistic model is based on a mass balance approach, describes internal biogeochemical cycles and
accounts for external sources and sinks (imports and exports), either prescribed as forcing functions or
computed according to formulations. Consequently, both all the simulated fluxes and concentrations
resulting from their interplay are strongly deterministically coupled and thus, confined. Therefore, their
reliability should be judged by a simultaneous fitting of many fluxes and concentrations in the known
ranges reported for both Onego and similar boreal oligotrophic lakes. For example (our Table 3), the nutrient
sedimentation of OM cannot be very much higher than nutrient uptake during primary production of OM
simulated with the plausibly given phytoplankton specific growth rates (note good PP validation, see
suggested Table 1and Fig. 7 below). Similarly, the sediment release (and denitrification) of nutrients cannot
be order of magnitude, or even several-fold higher or lower, thus causing (unreported? unobserved?) fast
accumulation or depletion of sediment nutrients. The plausibility of simulated rates is estimated by a
comparison to sediment rates from similar environments (our lines 443-465). This can be said about all the
other processes in Fig. 1 and Table 3. That’s why we consider the quantitative information from other lakes
combined with Onego data as quite relevant and justifying.
Initially, the main approach was to compare simulation to information already published as tables, graphs,
and maps in books, atlases, and papers (appropriately referred to in the manuscript), thus leaving
responsibility of interpretation of scarce data to corresponding authors-experts. However, your request made
us to additionally dig up some information, just to indicate that there are only a few dozen of measurements
irregularly scattered over two decades, mostly only in summer (see Tables A2 and Fig. 6 and 10 below).

Therefore, we prefer to talk about typical ranges rather than calculate some highly uncertain (or even
mathematically incorrect) statistics, as we already explicitly admitted at L157-158.
A recent paper by Galakhina et al. “Current chemistry of Lake Onego and its spatial and temporal changes
for the last three decades with special reference to nutrient concentrations” is just pre-printed in
“Environmental Nanotechnology, Monitoring and Management”
(https://doi.org/10.1016/j.enmm.2021.100619) and presents results of 3 (three) surveys in September 2019,
June, and August 2020 (that is beyond our simulation interval) at 35 stations in different regions of Lake
Onego as well as some older scattered data from 1992-2018. The samples were taken only from surface and
bottom layers. Note, that we intend to use this paper and information from it in a possible revision of our
manuscript at L 230:
“Such simulated quasi-stability of TP concentrations and clearly decreasing DIN concentrations (Fig.
8 c, e)) is validated by the recent field surveys. Galakhina et al. (2021) found at the surface of pelagic
part of Lake Onego a statistically significant decreasing trend of the DIN:TP weight ratio from 33.7 in
1992-1995 to 23.7 estimated from the field surveys made in September 2019, June and August 2020,
which is well comparable to a simulated decrease of DIN:TP ratio from 36.5 ± 1.9 in 1992-1995 to 21.2
± 1.1 in 2011-2015; these mean ± S.D. values are computed for the surface layer in I-VI limnic areas
(gf. Fig. 2) over biological summer (cf. Figs. 7 and 11 a).”
and 250-255, most likely enriching the text with several numbers from this paper
3. simulation: the authors made only one simulation instead of performing a model exploration that could
have provided some estimation of the uncertainties on the model outputs. Indeed, the author says that the
simulation results are plausible but nowhere they give an estimation of this "plausibility" (and so the
uncertainties) of the results.
As we indicated above, we have made several test and calibration runs, which are not suitable for the
uncertainty estimates in the sense indicated by you. Also, we are pretty familiar with- and confident in the
biogeochemical module behavior from over two decades of its exploitation (referred to in the text), as
hopefully, are many our readers. Therefore, the formal sensitivity analysis has never been considered as a
goal of this study and we have not tried to artificially and unnecessarily alter constants. Also, we
intentionally used here the word “plausibility” (rather in a sense of G. Polya “Mathematics and plausible
reasoning”) instead of stronger and more certain “reliable”, “realistic”, “accurate” and such (again L157158).
3. conclusions: the authors made a lot of comments and conclusions, as if the simulations they performed
were reliable. Moreover, they argue that the simulated results can be used as a form of re-analysis when
there is almost no data available.
As was already indicated above and explicitly said in Conclusion 2 (L473-476), our study “…led us to
believe in plausibility of simulation.” For the lack of anything based on observations, we attempt to provide
the diverse scientific community (from hydro- and geochemists to hydro-biologists and environmentalists)
with plausible 30-year hindcast of the Lake Onego biogeochemistry that they can never obtain otherwise but
can now analyze and discuss the simulated fluxes and concentrations comparing it to their limited data and
perceptions. Interesting, that the spring bloom case (Conclusion 3) has already made local biologists
insistently look for the possibility to make measurements in the smelting ice phase (see our Figs. 4, 7-9),
unrealized so far, unfortunately.
Finally, a lot of comments and information are given but sometimes the most essential ones are missing. In
particular, with regard to the available data, which is of importance here, details are not always given. The

comparisons are not well explained and the value of the errors between simulated and observed data are not
given.
Unfortunately, although we do not quite understand such general comments, we’ll try to answer here also
generally, with more details in the Specific comments Section.
We are neither in a position nor have any intention compiling such original data (with all its proprietary and
copy rights) in our manuscript instead of its generalization with appropriate references. Neither it is our
responsibility and capability to perform an enormous task of creating such an ecosystem database from over
decades of research.
Following the usual practice of substantiating our own judgments and statements, including numbers, we
tried to give appropriate references to all the quantitative and qualitative information, which we used for
comparison, trusting the sources and expecting similar trust from the readers to our compilations and
references. The only further details, which we could provide are specific indication of graphs, maps and
tables (but certainly not copying them in our manuscript) in the referenced sources. Just for example, the
references at L285 “…sediment layer of 5 cm thickness (Filatov, 2010; Kalinkina and Belkina, 2018) …”
could be edited to “…Filatov, 2010, p 101-102 (there are no Figs numbers with the legend), Kalinkina and
Belkina, 2018, Table 1). This original information is given as CC 2-5 below, while our generalization of
these data is contained in Table 1 of the manuscript. We also do hope, that with such compilations we are
making some additional information available for non-Russian reading audience.
Despite common terminology, we also prefer not to consider the differences between occasional
measurements made here and now, and numbers simulated within certain time-space window as errors
(=mistakes) of either measurements or modeling, just discrepancies, whose nature deserves and sometimes
gets further analyses (e.g. L188-191). In case of revision we’ll carefully check and use such possibility
further.
I understand that this case study is complicated, because of the lack of observation data. Models are
obviously interesting tool that we must use, but in combination with observation data. Without them, it is
impossible to validate the model outputs and to make conclusions.
We still believe, that within: a (A) system and (B) mass balance approach with (C) all the fluxes and
concentrations being deterministically coupled and, thus, pretty much confined, the simultaneous fitting of
them in the know observed ranges is an important indication that the model thirty-year hindcast of seasonal
dynamics is non-contradictive and plausible enough to serve as a valuable addition to the sparse data and be
useful for the diverse scientific community in studying the Lake Onego biogeochemistry, comparing this
reanalysis with their knowledge and perceptions.
According to me, satellite images should be the first thing to work with when direct measurement data are
not available. In the case of lake Onego, which is moreover large, this will be all the easier. The second
thing is to do model exploration to draw conclusions from a set of simulations rather than one.
We consider “remote sensing” below (com. L170) after answering to comments about hydrophysics (L164165)
Finally, if so little data are available, considering a 1d vertical model could be a first interesting step.
In terms of hydrophysics, seasonally stratified Lake Onego, with its baroclinic Rossby radius of deformation
RR smaller by several orders than the lakes' horizontal dimensions (Rukhovets and Filatov, 2010), could
hardly be treated as horizontally homogeneous (e.g. our Fig. 8). Besides, the 1D vertical model, similar, for
instance, to Flake and FLake-Eco models (http://www.flake.igb-berlin.de;, indicated as not fitting for the

purpose at Lake Ladoga by the authors: S.A. Kondratyev, M.V. Shmakova, S.D. Golosov, I.S. Zverev, K.D.
Korobchenkova. Modeling in Limnology. Experience of IL RAS. Gidrometeorologiya i Ekologiya. Journal
of Hydrometeorology and Ecology. 2021, 65: 607—647. [In Russian]. doi: 10.33933/2713-3001-2021-65607-647), would not make up by itself for the lacking data anyway and could not be used for the
exploration of not only the lake-scale long-term ecosystem changes but also such applied spatial problems as
localization of the fish farms, water consumption intakes or wastewater outputs in the conditions of socioeconomic and climate changes, which are the main ambitions for this model. Note that we intend to express
such ambitions in the new ending of Introduction by replacing L73-75 with the following:
“The avoidance of such biases is especially important for our intention of producing prognostic
estimates.
Thus, the main purpose of this paper is a presentation of the 3D ecosystem model capable to a certain
extent fill the historical deficit in observations of nutrient variables and, especially estimates of the
biogeochemical fluxes. According to one of the major functions of simulation modelling, we intend
implementing this model as a complimentary form of studies of Lake Onego ecosystem, providing a
unifying formal platform for testing and discussing consistency of both model parameterizations and
results of hydrological, hydrochemical, hydrobiological, and geochemical research. Furthermore, the
model will be implemented as a major tool for a wide range of projections, from applied tasks of
localization of fish farms, water intakes, and wastewater outlets to long-term large-scale ecosystem
evolution under different scenarios of climate change and socio-economic development.”
Specific comments
section 2.1: in the section "model presentation", the author said that the model they consider is the SPBEM.
They give a reference (Isaev et al. (2020)) to the reader in which, according to them, all the equations,
parameters, constants, etc are given. And they explain what adaptation they made to apply the model on the
case of Lake Onego. If I well understand, they change a little bit the structure of the biogeochemical model,
but they keep the same parameters values than those used (and calibrated) to simulate the biogeochemical
functioning of Baltic Sea. How can the authors justify that? We know that the models can be very sensitive
to parameter values, that the parameters values can be different from one ecosystem to the other, which is
the reason why the calibration step is important. I understand that the author do not have a lot of available
measurements, but this is not a sufficient reason not to pay attention to the parameter set used in the model.
See our answers and considerations above, under 2. Calibration and further
l 90-91: in the modified version of the model, only two variables were considered for the autorotrophs:
diatoms and non-diatoms. How the authors have chosen the values of the parameters corresponding to the
non-diatoms group that gather several variables of the original SPBEM?
By the past experience. Generally, we have used such variable as a thermophilic phytoplankton functional
group (PFG) under different names as “summer species”, “small summer species”, “flagellates”, etc. for
decades (e.g. Isaev et al., 2020, TableA1), and somewhat tuned constants in its parameterization (suggested
Table A1). See also our answer under 2. Calibration.
l 113-115: for the 40-year spin-up simulation, did the authors consider some nutrients inputs from the river?
If so, it could have led to some accumulation of the nutrients in the sediments that is really slow, no?
Exactly! 40-year spin up full-scale simulation for the development of initial conditions has been made with
the repeating (cycling) full set of the boundary conditions, including external nutrient inputs (river,
atmosphere, coastal sources). Indeed, it has led to some accumulation of nutrients, which is why it took

about 40 years to achieve a kind of steady state of the sediment nutrients, corresponding to conditions of
1984. If requested, we could slightly expand the main text as follows:
The initial conditions for the hindcast simulation of the biogeochemical dynamics of Lake Onego
ecosystem between 1985 and 2015 were generated during a spin-up simulation with the boundary
conditions, including external nutrient inputs, repeated for 1984. With such repeating forcing, the
quasi-steady state of seasonal dynamics was reached in 40 years, mainly because of a slow evolution of
sediment nutrients.
l 150, section 3: which observation data are available exactly? A table that summarizes all the available data
that have been used for this study would be helpful.
We have used both qualitative and quantitative information from a couple of dozens referenced books,
papers and atlases, including graphs, maps, and numbers given in Tables and, as already explained above,
never had intended to make any inventory of the raw original data. However, in response to your request, we
were able to obtain some additional data on temperature and PP, which could now be presented in new
Table 1 and Figs 6 and 10 (see below), together with the indication of (sparse) data availability.
l 164: what do the authors mean by "we omitted the analysis"? Have the authors access to some other
measurement data that they did not consider? Or did the authors only show the ice cover and the water
temperature because it is the only measurement data they have?
Perhaps, it is just a confusing imprecise statement, by which we meant that we had no intention to validate
the simulated hydrophysics, for which there are much more publications but which is quite a different
separate task (see below), and focused instead on those features that are most important for the seasonal
dynamics of biogeochemical cycling and could be compared to some available estimates based on
observations.
Also, we bear in mind that 30-year atmospheric forcing based on the ERA-Interim reanalysis fields
(https://www.ecmwf.int) with a basic spatial resolution of 80 km (based on a comparatively sparser network
of meteorological stations in this region) is hardly suitable for reliable sequential reproduction of transient
synoptic situations of 5-7 days duration. Therefore, we did not attempt the detailed pair-wise comparison of
532 measurements made in June–August over 15 years of 1992–2007 (L180), a priory considering it
confusing and misleading rather than validating. Instead, we estimated average summer temperatures, both
observed and simulated, as indication of plausibility of the simulated summer thermic situation.
l 165: the authors says that "surface water temperature" is an "important integral indicator of the hydrothermodynamics" which I do not agree with. Surface water temperature is highly influenced by external
meteorological inputs and does not reflect the complex thermal structure of lakes, in particular the
stratification periods that play a key role in ecosystem dynamics.
We both agree and disagree. Of course, the surface water temperature, occasionally measured here and now,
is highly influenced by the synoptic atmospheric variations and internal small-scale water movements (cf.
L187-191). On the other hand, the seasonal dynamics of the surface water temperature reflects a complex
development of the convective spring and autumn turnover with a formation of summer stratification in
between (see Fig. 9). That’s why we consider a steady reproduction of such dynamics in a long-term
simulation at both the entire lake scale (L179-185) and for the three offshore stations (Fig. 5) as indicator of
its plausibility. To further validate it we suggest an addition of Fig. 6 (see below) with vertical temperature
profiles with appropriate short explanation somewhere at L180-190 and L361-375. Similar considerations
concern also the integral seasonal dynamics of the ice cover percentage. Note, that because of both

interannual and vertical irregularity of sparse measurements we are satisfied with just an average vertical
distribution, considering any dispersion estimates futile.
l 170: why the authors did not used the entire satellite images for comparison with the simulated field? This
is one interesting advantage of using a 3D model? Moreover it gives access to additional data that are of
particular interest in a case such as this one, where only a few measurements data are available.
The remote sensing could in general be used for validation of hydrophysics (ice, surface temperature, water
level, etc.) or some environmental characteristics (water color, suspended matter, chlorophyll, etc.). As we
had never intended in this study an extensive validation of hydrophysics, we have not attempted such a huge
job, extremely complicated also by the inevitable discrepancies between long-term simulations forced by
atmospheric reanalysis based on an 80-km grid and comparatively poor and uncertain satellite coverage due
to abundant cloudiness and ice (Filatov et al., 2019). However, since the simulated spring bloom in the
model starts during melting ice season, we find it is important to validate our reasonable simulation of the
seasonal dynamics of the average ice coverage (Fig. 4).
As for the environmental characteristics (simulated by the model), we could have tried some satellite
chlorophyll data (e.g. Kahru et al., 2016). But we would not do it, at least, for two reasons. Fundamentally,
however important are synchronous chlorophyll fields obtained by remote sensing as a relative measure of
phytoplankton biomass and its dynamics, they cannot be reliably used for estimation of in situ biomass
without special empirical conversions, localized both in space and time, accounting for an order of
magnitude seasonal variation of C:Chl ratio, from about 20-30 in spring to 200-300 g C : g Chl-a in summer
(cf. Meier et al., 2018 and references therein). Furthermore, in contrast to Lake Ladoga (Pozdnyakov and
Filatov. Interannual water quality variations in Lake Ladoga in spring during 2016 and 2017: satellite
observations. Fundamentalnaya i Prikladnaya Gidrofizika. 2021, 14, 1, 79–85. doi:
10.7868/S2073667321010081 (in English); Morozov et al., Long-term phenology of water quality
parameters in Lake Ladoga: A satellite-based study, submitted to JGLR), the specific retrieval algorithm for
Lake Onego Chlorophyll has not been developed yet. Some pilot attempts (CC6) could hardly be used for
any reliable analysis, the least, validation.
l 173, figure 4. Were the data of this figure used for a calibration procedure or not?
No, they were not. As correctly noted by Reviewer 2, both Fig. 4 and 5, and now also new Fig.6 have been
produced long after the simulation. So, this is a real post-simulation validation.
l 195: the authors should explain briefly somewhere in the manuscript what is the concept of "biological
summer" because they refer to it several times.
The concept does not belong to us and was borrowed from the referenced sources (L197-198). For us, it
seemed self-evident that BSD has everything to do with the summer stratification division of the water
column on epi- and hypolimnion. We do not want complicate the text with more detailed retelling of the
conception and we used BSD here simply because there are some published numbers that we used for
comparison. What we could do in the possible revision is to add a reference to our Fig. 9a and Fig. A2.
l 204-206: The authors mention a difference (based on field data) in the BSD in the shallow areas and in
open deep waters. Did they retrieve this difference in the simulations? Can they give some estimations based
on the simulations that can be compared with the observed BSD?
We will add a sentence after “Based on sparse field data, BSD in the shallow areas (100–110 days) was
markedly longer than that in open deep water (85–90 days) (Efremova et al., 2016).” (L204-206): “In

simulation, BSD in the area shallower 30 m was 99 +/-10 days comparing to BSD in deeper areas with
93+/-10 days”
paragraph 3.1.2 The authors show some simulation results but there is no data available for comparison.
How can we trust such results? The only comparison that are made is on the annual integrals of the
simulated phytoplankton primary production that is compared with values of other lakes...
We will add a paragraph in 3.1.3 with comparison of summer PP measurements with simulation, that show
pretty good comparability, referring to new Fig. 10 and Table 1.
l 223-224: the simulations show, for each year, a strong phytoplankton spring bloom and a minor autumn
bloom. Was that also observed in reality? Here again satellite data could be useful.
The entire point is that the strong spring bloom has not been considered by biologists of NWPI KRC RAS
in their phenological descriptions due to the lack of observations for the corresponding period. Perhaps,
satellite data could show the fact of the bloom, at least, qualitatively, but are highly uncertain even for Lake
Ladoga (see above Pozdnjakov and Filatov, 2021; Morozov et al., submitted,), while for Lake Onego such
data do not exist.
l 252-254: do the authors speak about simulated results or observations? it is not clear.
We will add word “… simulated annual primary production… at L252
l 256: can we get more information about these direct measurements?
l 257-258: why the author compares a range of observed values ("from 413 mg C m-2 day-1 at the top of
Petrozavodsk Bay to 122 mg C m-2 day-1 in the open areas of the Bay") with an average simulated value on
the entire limnic area?
We’ll answer for both these questions by new Table 1 and Fig. 10 with the appropriate explanations.
l 276: what does "in good agreement with the phenology of the Lake Onego ecosystem deduced from field
observations" mean? the author should explain which field observation they are talking about and make a
detailed comparison.
These phenological features, presented at L271-275, are described in publications based on generalizations
of field observation and referenced at L277, including those written in English. As an example, see CC7-8, a
detailed description of which, that would just repeat the published source, could hardly be appropriate in our
manuscript. Besides, the phenology is also described, discussed, and as much validated as we could in
Section 3.2 Seasonal dynamics.
l 284: here again give details about the available measurements? is some measurement at one day? several
times? what was measured, etc...
More precisely, we will replace “measurements” with “estimates”, while these estimates are based on
referenced publications and already exemplary explained above and in CC2-5
Table 1: why did the authors give a range of values for the measurements and a mean and standard deviation
for the simulated results? what does this range of values represent for the measurements?
As was explained above and in CC2-5, the ranges were eye-balled from maps in Filatov (2010) and
estimated from irregular measurements scattered across years in Table 1 in (Kalinkina and Belkina, 2018),
while from the simulated regular time-series we were able to calculate SD.

l 341: which reported maximum? is it a field observation?
“…the field observations (Tekanova and Syarki, 2015). The concurrently developing simulated non-diatom
complex reached its maximum biomass of 0.05 g ww m-3 in July–August, which is close to the reported
maximum of 0.034 g ww m-3.” For clarity, we could add “… reported observed…”
paragraph 3.2: here again, the authors make a lot of comments based on the simulations whereas there is no
data for comparison. Therefore, the conclusions they made (l 355-360) are unreliable.
“Unreliable“ - not able to be trusted or believed (Cambridge Dictionary); unable to be trusted to do or
provide what is needed (Merriam-Webster).
We strongly disagree about reliability, for the reasons already explained above. The entire point is that there
are no observations at all that would cover necessary seasonal time window. On the other hand, there is
absolutely no reason for the absence of the spring phytoplankton bloom in Lake Onego developing
according to mechanisms described in the text (Section 3.2) and bearing the characteristics like in other
lakes referred to in the text. That is why it is important to quantitatively present such phenomenon for
further discussions and, hope for future observations that would somehow be made in the melting ice on the
vast open areas.
As stressed at L361-362 “The mechanisms of seasonal dynamics in boreal lake ecosystems are well known,
although the under-ice and melting-ice phases have often been overlooked (Hampton et al., 2015).” Here we
just illustrate such mechanisms in detail with an aid of Fig. 9, thus also verifying the plausibility of
simulation. In the possible revision of the manuscript we’ll add here reference to vertical temperature profile
(new Fig 6), as well as some numbers on phosphorus concentrations taken from Galakhina et al. mentioned
above.
paragraph 3.3: same remark than for paragraph 3.2.
The same answer as above, with the simulated integrals and rates justified (“validated”) by the simultaneous
plausible fitting of all the concentrations and fluxes in the ranges reported for Lake Onego and relevant
locations elsewhere.
technical correction
line 61: reproduces instead of reproduced
Done, thank you
line 66-68: there is something missing in this sentence. "can be used" but for what?
We could expand it as “…can be used for further analysis together with existing knowledge on the
relationships between other, not simulated ecosystem components…”
lin 85: there are two references Isaev et al (2020). Add a a and b to distinguish the two papers.
The references are Isaev and Savchuk (2020) and Isaev et al., (2020), i.e. different
line 86: "those our formulations"? put "these formulations" instead
We’ll correct to “…these our formulations…” to extra stress the authorship
line 89: lakes instead of lake
We mean one lake, namely Lake Onego

line 94: "and thus never became limiting" instead of "that is never became limiting"
Done, thank you
line 164: "we omitted the analysis" instead of "we omitted analysis" Done, thank you
____________________________________________________________________________
New table and figures

New Figure 6. Observed (red) and simulated (blue) average vertical distribution of the water temperature in
three limnic areas of Lake Onego (cf. Fig. 2 and (old) 9a), showing also time coverage and amount of
observations. Note differences in scales.
New Table 1 –Phytoplankton primary production in Lake Onego according to observations (Rukhovetz and
Filatov, 2010, Table 1.4) and simulation for the period from 1989 to 2006, mg C m-2 day-1.

Southern Onego
Central Onego
Petrozavodsk Bay
top part
central part
outer part
Kondopoga Bay
central part
outer part

Data
summer
88.3 ± 15.5
96.3 ± 10.5

May – Oct
82.4 ± 60.7
121.5 ± 109.7

Model
Jun - Sep
Jul – Sep
72.0 ± 48.8
53.6 ± 4.7
111.2 ± 105.2 69.0 ± 15.4

412.9±62.7
199.8±38.3
122.3±21.7

350±121
254±56
180±57

491±131
297±61
166±37

494±86
284±44
151±25

286.7±24.2
217.4±23.3

221±90
153±71

324±93
185±81

288±76
134±26

New Fig. 10. Model-data box-and-whisker plots of the phytoplankton primary production (mg C m -2 day-1)
in different limnic areas of Lake Onego (cf. Fig. 2). Note paucity and irregularity of observations.
Suggested Appendix
Table A1. Parameters for the autotroph groups.
Symbol
𝜆𝐴𝑁
𝑎𝑔𝑖
𝑏𝑔𝑖
𝐼0𝑖
ℎ𝑁𝑖
ℎ𝑃𝑖
𝑐𝑟𝑁
𝑎𝑚𝑖
𝑏𝑚𝑖
𝑎𝑠𝑖
𝛾𝑚𝑖
𝛾𝑠𝑖
𝛼𝑖

Parameters
N/P ratio
Maximum growth rate at 0 °C
Temperature constant for growth and mortality
Optimal photosynthetically active radiation
Half-saturation constant for inorganic nitrogen
Half-saturation constant for phosphate
Threshold ammonium concentration
Mortality rate at 0 °C
Temperature constant for mortality
Sinking velocity at 0 °C
Mortality rate adjustment for “fit” conditions
Sinking velocity adjustment for “fit” conditions
Availability as food source

Units
mgN/mgP
day−1
°C−1
W m−2
mg N m−3
mg P m−3
mg N m−3
day−1
°C−1
m day−1

Diatoms
7
1.25
0.078
25
7.0
1.5
21.0
0.4
0.063
0.5
4
4
1.0

NonDiatoms
7
0.75
0.12
50
3.5
1.5
21.0
0.15
-0.2
0.1
4
4
1.0

Clarifying considerations (CC)
CC1. Availability of the phytoplankton primary production measurements in the different limnic areas of
Lake Onego. We show generalization of this information in new Fig. 10

Region
BigOnego
CentralOnego
SouthOnego
PetrozavodskBay
KondopogaBay

Years
1989 - 2010
1994 - 2010
1994 - 2005
1989 - 2010
1989 - 2010

Jun
8
17
–
27
22

Number of measurements
Month
Jul
Aug Sep Oct
5
9
3
3
6
13
–
–
3
5
–
–
11
13
6
3
12
34
14
11

All
28
36
13
60
93

CC2. Distribution of the sediment types (granulometric composition at p. 100 in Filatov (2010). (left)

CC3. Distribution of the C-org (left), TP (middle) and N-org (right) in the Onego sediments at p. 101
(Filatov, 2010). (right)

CC4. Sampling sites in (Kalinkina and Belkina, 2018)

CC5. Table 1. Chemical composition of the Lake Onego bottom sediments (layer 0-5 cm) (Kalinkina and
Belkina, 2018)

CC6. Test interpretations of remotely sensed chlorophyll-a in Lake Onego in 2011.

CC7. Note that all curves are normalized by a maximum value found on the presented time span and start
only in the end of May, when normalized diatom biomass inexplicably goes steeply down from apparently
much higher values (from the spring bloom revealed in our simulation, as we interpret the dynamics). Fig.3
also gives a false impression of summer dominance of (3) due to normalization with maximum value,
whereas in reality diatoms dominate by biomass over the entire summer

CC8. Summer distribution of TP in the surface layer and cross-section AA in spring (5-11 of June (sic!))
1995, summer 2001, and autumn 1992. Note paucity and irregularity of surveys.

